Industry Brief: Banking
As technology changes, banks are struggling to keep up and it is getting harder and harder for them to maintain
the systems they have in place. In this competitive industry, banks have no choice but to make the digital
transformation in order to keep up with consumer demands. With ECMNOW! your organization can reduce costs
and increase customer satisfaction from a single interface that provides multiple layers of security and enables
compliance with federal regulations.

• Improve customer service with instant access to account information and effortlessly
cross-reference between line-of-business (LOB) applications to unify multiple systems.

• Eliminate manual data entry tasks by utilizing the patented artificial intelligence (AI) engine
to classify and extract critical data from documents automatically.

• Apply Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to routine business tasks to speed up document
processing times.

• Securely manage data to ensure compliance with federal regulation requirements such as
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) and Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX).
• Ensure your customer’s private information is securely protected 100% of the time with
document encryption during transmission and at rest.
• Move sensitive business data from vulnerable paper files into a password-protected
electronic format.

• Eliminate the expense of document storage fees by minimizing paper use.

• Reduce operational expenses by eliminating hardware and IT costs by managing records in
the cloud.
• Streamline organizational decision-making for faster results.

“30% of all retail banking jobs can be automated by 2025 and
automation will reduce the cost of work by 40-80%.”

- Accenture, 2017
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What Problems Can ECMNOW! Solve?
What if there was one solution that could integrate multiple platforms? With ECMNOW! you can digitize, manage,
store, and route all your financial data. Boost the success of your organization by minimizing downtime, while
maintaining strict security standards and saving money.

Enjoy Easy Setup

Eliminate Manual Tasks

Integrate Seamlessly

Intelligently Locate Information

Comply with Regulations

Grow as Needed

Need a system that is easy to setup and manage? Our
cloud-based service allows you to minimize IT burden
by outsourcing hardware, software, and maintenance
costs. ImageSilo® offers sophisticated organization to
improve efficiencies while maintaining complex security
requirements, and best of all lowers the overall cost of
managing information.

Do you work with multiple systems? ECMNOW! comes
with easy to use point-and-click integrations that
make it quick to share information with other line-ofbusiness applications, simplifying your document
management and improving efficiency of the
whole organization.

Are your files protected in accordance with federal
regulations? Under GLBA, SOX, and other regulations,
organizations must securely protect customer data
from unauthorized access. With ECMNOW! you can
ensure that your customer’s private information is
protected with document encryption both at rest and
in transmission.

Are you still hand-keying document information?
Eliminate time-wasting manual data entry and
improve the accuracy of your data utilizing our
patented AI technology, PaperVision® Forms Magic, to
classify and extract critical information from financial
documents and streamline business processes
across your entire organization.

Are you struggling to locate customer data in a
timely matter? Improve your customer experience to
exceed their expectations with ECMNOW!’s powerful
search functions that allow you to locate virtually any
information within seconds, saving countless wasted
hours. Streamline your process to speed up requests
and while improving customer service.
Do you need a system that automatically grows as
you do? PaperVision® Enterprise and PaperVision®
Capture are designed to run on a single desktop
or across a globally distributed network. Data can
be received anywhere, anytime, from any location.
Automation services make it easy to scale the system
to your needs without adding additional costs.

“I don’t know that we could do the business we do without ImageSilo. The physical aspect
of trying to deliver what our partners need on paper would be impossible. Even the money
savings of running a business without paper is incredible. By not printing 1.29 million
pages a year, at five cents per page, we are saving over $64,000 in printing costs alone.”
- Ginger Heckman
Manager of Business Development
Community Business Lenders
For a complete product listing and technical information, please visit:
www.digitechsystems.com or call toll free 866.374.3569
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